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Carpenter trousers EPIC, Carpenter Nordic

Trousers made of water-repellent fabric, utility pockets with com-
partments for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees and ankles. 
Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. D-ring, key clip, ID card 
holder hidden under the right-hand utility pocket. Double hammer 
loops. Thigh pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone 
pocket, pen pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Knee pad pouches (to 
take pads 972290 and 972292). Reflective trim on left calf. 

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 370 g. Wash at: 60°C 
Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 685072899  Black

Carpenter trousers stretch, Carpenter Nordic

Trousers with stretch fabric at the crotch, rear and over the calves. 
Utility pockets with compartments for tools and pens. Reinforced 
pockets, knees and ankles. Safety pocket with zip on left utility 
pocket. D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-
hand utility pocket. Double hammer loops. Thigh pockets with 
knife button, pockets for ruler, pens and mobile phone. Flap on left 
thigh pocket. Zip-up safety pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 
972290 and 972292). Reflective trim on left calf. 

Fabric: 100% cotton, stretch 49% polyamide 42% polyester 9%  
 Elastane (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g.  
 Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

686070836 Grey
686070899 Black

Carpenter trousers stretch, Carpenter Nordic   New!

Trousers with stretch fabric at the crotch, rear and over the calves. Util-
ity pockets with compartments for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, 
knees and ankles. Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. D-ring, 
key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-hand utility pocket. 
Velcro at waistband for hammer holder (331166). Thigh pockets with 
knife button, pockets for ruler, pens and mobile phone. Flap on left 
thigh pocket. Zip-up safety pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 
972290 and 972292). Reflective trim on left calf. 

Fabric: 65% polyester 35% cotton, stretch 49% polyamide  
 42% polyester 9% elastane (reinforced with 100%  
 polyamide). Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 686172599

Hammer holder

Metal hammer holder 
with Velcro closure for 
belt.

OrderNo:  331166
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Carpenter trousers, Carpenter ACE

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees 
and ankles. Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. Pocket 
for first-aid kit. D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the 
right-hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh 
pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen 
pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 
972290 and 972292). Pen pocket lowest down on right leg. Reflec-
tive trim on left calf. 

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g  
 Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60 (Black 44 - 70),  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

675070846 Clay
675070869 Navy
675070899 Black

Floor-laying trousers, Carpenter ACE

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees 
and ankles. Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. D-ring, 
key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-hand utility pocket. 
Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh pocket for floor-laying 
knives, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, flap closure on thigh 
pockets. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290, 972292 and 
972294). 

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g  
 Wash at: 60°C 
Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  148 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

681070836 Grey
681070899 Black

Carpenter trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees 
and ankles.  D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-
hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh 
pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen 
pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Zip on left thigh pocket. Knee 
pad pouches (to take pads 972290, 972292 and 972294).  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g 
 Wash at: 60°C
Size:  44 - 60 (Black 44 - 64),  96 - 120,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

665000436 Grey
665000469 Navy
665000499 Black
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Carpenter trousers class 1, Carpenter Jubilee

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees 
and ankles.  D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-
hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh 
pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen 
pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Zip on left thigh pocket. Knee 
pad pouches (to take pads 972290, 972292 and 972294).  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g  
 Wash at: 60°C. 
Size:   44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 156
CE:  EN 471 class 1

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

665170469 Navy
665170499 Black

Carpenter trousers, Technique

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets and 
knees.  D-ring, ID card holder hidden under the right-hand utility 
pocket. Concealed waistband button. Side pockets.  Thigh pockets 
with concealed knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, 
pen pockets. Flap on left thigh pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take 
pads 972290 and 972292).  

Fabric:  65% polyester, 35% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyam-
ide). Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C

Size:   44 - 64,  92 - 120,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

693072436 Grey
693072469 Navy
693072499 Black

Women's Carpenter trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees 
and ankles.  D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-
hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh 
pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen 
pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Zip on left thigh pocket. Knee 
pad pouches (to take pads 972290, 972292 and 972294).  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). Weight: 350 g  
 Wash at: 60°C
Size:   Black: 34 - 50,  Cerise: 36 - 48

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

640000423 Cerise
640000499 Black
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Carpenter trousers with stretch fabric, Painter     New!

Carpenter trousers with stretch fabric for greater comfort. 
Suitable for painters, tilers, bricklayers and other tradespeo-
ple. Reinforced holster pockets at front, one of which has 
three smaller pockets. ID-card pocket. Knife button. Two 
thigh pockets, pockets for pen, mobile phone and ruler. 
Velcro at waistband for hammer holder (331166). Detachable 
key strap in the right-hand pocket. Reinforcements on the 
legs. Trouser legs can be turned up/lengthened. Knee pad 
pouches (to take pads 972290 and 972292). 

Fabric: 100% cotton, stretch 49% polyamide, 9% elastane  
 Weight: 300 g. Wash at: 60°C.
Size:   44 - 64

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

22561015 White/Grey/Black

Jeans, Carpenter Nordic

Pre-washed jeans, double back pockets, double thigh pockets, 
one with zip, the other with press stud. Right thigh pocket 
with room for ruler and pens. Side pockets, coin pocket, 
D-ring. Articulated knees for added comfort. 

Fabric: 100% cotton denim. Weight: 400 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 120,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 662070173  Denim

Carpenter trousers, Painter New!

Carpenter trousers suitable for painters, tilers, bricklayers 
and other tradespeople. Reinforced holster pockets at front, 
one of which has three smaller pockets. ID-card pocket. Knife 
button. Two thigh pockets, pockets for pen, mobile phone 
and ruler. Velcro at waistband for hammer holder (331166). 
Detachable key strap in the right-hand pocket. Reinforce-
ments on the legs. Trouser legs can be turned up/lengthened. 
Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290 and 972292). 

Fabric: 100% cotton. Weight: 300 g. Wash at: 60°C.
Size:   44 - 64

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

22541015 White/Grey
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Trousers, Technique

Trousers with side pockets. D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back pockets, 
right back pocket with flap, mobile phone pocket, left thigh pocket 
with flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket and pen pocket. Articulated 
knees for added comfort. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290 
and 972292).  

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   44 - 64 (Black 44 - 70),  96 - 120,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

673072436 Grey
673072469 Navy
673072499 Black

Cotton trousers, Technique

Trousers with side pockets. D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back pockets, 
right back pocket with flap, mobile phone pocket, left thigh pocket 
with flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket and pen pocket. Articulated 
knees for added comfort. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290 
and 972292).  

Fabric: 100% cotton. Weight: 300 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

673070369 Navy
673070399 Black

Women’s trousers, Technique

Women’s trousers with side pockets. D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back 
pockets, right back pocket with flap, mobile phone pocket, left 
thigh pocket with flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket and pen pocket. 
Articulated knees for added comfort. Knee pad pouches (to take 
pads 972290 and 972292). Hem can be opened to lengthen the leg. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   34 - 54

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

644072436 Grey
644072469 Navy
644072499 Black
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Trousers, Technique II New!

Trousers with side and back pockets. D-ring inside the right-hand 
pocket. Concealed button in the waistband.  Thigh pockets with 
flap on left pocket, ID card holder and pen pocket. Ruler and knife 
pocket. Mobile phone pocket with flap on right thigh. Knee pad 
pouches (to take pads 972290 and 972292). 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C.
Size:   44 - 64,  96 - 120,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

688072438 Grey
688072469 Navy
688072499 Black

Cargo trousers, Carpenter ACE

Trousers with side pockets, key strap inside the right-hand 
pocket. Zip-up thigh pocket for mobile phone and pens. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 310 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

676073899 Black

Stretch trousers, Carpenter Nordic

Trousers with stretch fabric at the crotch, rear and over the 
calves.  Reinforced pockets, knees and ankles. Side pockets with 
D-ring, key clip. Double hammer loops. Thigh pockets with knife 
button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, flap on left thigh 
pocket and a zip-up safety pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take 
pads 972290 and 972292). Reflective trim on left calf. 

Fabric:  65% polyester 35% cotton, stretch 49% polyamide 42% pol-
yester 9% elastane (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C

Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 696072599  Black
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Trousers, On Duty

Trousers with slightly tighter fit. Articulated knees for added 
comfort. Back pockets with flap. Side pockets. Two D-rings. 
Pockets with room for a ruler, mobile phone and pen. Zip-
up pocket on left leg. ID card holder left thigh pocket. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 687072599  Black

Trousers with stretch fabric, On Duty

Trousers with stretch panels over the back, crotch and front 
thigh. Slightly tighter fit. Articulated knees for added com-
fort. Back pockets. Side pockets. Two D-rings. Pockets with 
room for a ruler, mobile phone and pen. Zip-up pocket on 
left leg. ID card holder left thigh pocket. 

Fabric:  65% polyester, 35% cotton (stretch 49% polyamide, 42% 
polyester, 9% elastane). Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C

Size:   44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 692072599

Trousers, On Duty

Trousers with side pockets, coin pocket inside the right side 
pocket. Back pockets with flap. Thigh pocket with double 
compartment. Zip-up pocket on right leg. Double pen pock-
ets on left leg. 

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C.
Size:  44 - 60,  92 - 124,  146 - 156

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

682072069 Navy
682072099 Black

Women’s trousers, On Duty

Trousers with side pockets, coin pocket inside the right side 
pocket. Flat back pockets. Thigh pocket with double com-
partment. Zip-up pocket on right leg. Double pen pockets 
on left leg. 

Fabric: 60% cotton, 40% polyester. Weight: 260 g. Wash at: 60°C.
Size:  34 - 54

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

645072069 Navy
645072099 Black
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Pirate trousers, Carpenter ACE

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets 
and knees. Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. 
Pocket for first-aid kit. D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden 
under the right-hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Dou-
ble hammer loops. Thigh pockets with knife button, ruler 
pocket, mobile phone pocket, pen pockets, flap on left thigh 
pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972291 and 972293). 
Drawstring to adjust the leg width. 

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 62

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

680070846 Clay
680070869 Navy
680070899 Black

Pirate trousers, Carpenter Jubilee

Trousers with pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets 
and knees.  D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the 
right-hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. 
Thigh pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone 
pocket, pen pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. Zip on left 
thigh pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972291 and 
972293).  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide). 
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

670070499 Black

Pirate trousers, Technique

Trousers with side pockets. D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back 
pockets, right back pocket with flap, mobile phone pocket, 
left thigh pocket with flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket and 
pen pocket. Articulated knees for added comfort. Knee pad 
pouches (to take pads 972291 and 972293).  

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:  44 - 62,  92 - 120

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

683072499 Black

Pirate trousers, Painter     New!

Pirate trousers suitable for painters, tilers, bricklayers and other 
tradespeople. Reinforced holster pockets at front, one of which 
has three smaller pockets. ID-card pocket. Knife button. Two thigh 
pockets, pockets for pen, mobile phone and ruler. Velcro at waist-
band for hammer holder. Detachable key strap in the right-hand 
pocket. Reinforcements on the legs. Trouser legs can be turned up/
lengthened. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972291 and 972293). 

Fabric: 100% cotton. Weight: 300 g. Wash at: 60°C.
Size:   44 - 64

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

22571015 White/Grey
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Shorts, Carpenter ACE

Shorts with utility pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced 
pockets. Safety pocket with zip on left utility pocket. Pocket 
for first-aid kit. D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under 
the right-hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer 
loops. Thigh pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mobile 
phone pocket, pen pockets, flap on left thigh pocket.  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 62

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

040070846 Clay
040070869 Navy
040070899 Black

Shorts, Carpenter Jubilee

Shorts with utility pockets for tools and pens. Reinforced 
pockets. D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the 
right-hand utility pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer 
loops. Thigh pockets with knife button, ruler pocket, mo-
bile phone pocket, pen pockets, flap on left thigh pocket. 
Zip on left thigh pocket.  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   44 - 60

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

033000436 Grey
033000469 Navy
033000499 Black

Carpenter shorts, Technique

Shorts with utility pockets for tools and pens. Side pockets. 
D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back pockets, right back pocket 
with flap, mobile phone pocket, left thigh pocket with 
flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket and pen pocket. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   44 - 64

OrderNo: 034072499  Black

Shorts, Technique

Shorts with side pockets. D-ring.  Thigh pockets, back 
pockets, right back pocket with flap, mobile phone pock-
et, left thigh pocket with flap. Ruler pocket. Knife pocket 
and pen pocket.   

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   44 - 62

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

023072436 Grey
023072469 Navy
023072499 Black

Boiler suit, Technique II New!

Boiler suit with concealed zip. Back pockets. Chest pockets, 
right-hand pocket with flap and ID-card pocket. Back waist 
elastication. Side pockets, D-ring inside the right-hand pock-
et, and open side pockets. Thigh pockets, left-hand pocket 
with flap and pen pocket, ruler and knife pocket. Mobile 
phone pocket with flap on right thigh. Articulated knees for 
added comfort. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C.
Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

888072469 Navy
888072499 Black
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Dungarees with adjustable elastic straps. Chest pockets with com-
partments. Knife button left chest. Utility pockets with compart-
ments for tools and pens. Reinforced pockets, knees and ankles. 
D-ring, key clip, ID card holder hidden under the right-hand utility 
pocket. Side pockets. Double hammer loops. Thigh pockets with 
knife button, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, flap on left thigh 
pocket. Zip on left thigh pocket. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 
972290, 972292 and 972294).  

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   46 - 60,  100 - 120,  148 - 154

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

156000436 Grey
156000469 Navy
156000499 Black

Dungarees, Technique

Dungarees with adjustable elastic straps. Mid-chest pocket, flap on 
the right side. D-ring, side pockets, back pockets. Right back pocket 
with flap. Thigh pockets, ruler pocket, knife pocket, mobile phone 
pocket. Flap on left thigh pocket. Articulated knees for added com-
fort. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290 and 972292). 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:  44 - 60,  96 - 120

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

121072436 Grey
121072469 Navy
121072499 Black

Boiler suit with zip, Technique

Boiler suit with zip, articulated sleeves and knees. Side pockets 
and pass-through pockets on right and left side. Chest pockets, 
right-hand pocket with flap and ID card holder. Pen pocket on left. 
D-ring. Adjustable elasticated waistband. Back pockets, right-hand 
pocket with flap. Thigh pockets, ruler pocket, mobile phone pocket, 
left thigh pocket with flap. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 972290 
and 972292). 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

883072436 Grey
883072469 Navy
883072499 Black

Cotton boiler suit with press studs, Technique

Boiler suit with press studs. Articulated sleeves and knees. Side 
pockets and pass-through pockets on right and left side. Chest pock-
ets, right-hand pocket with flap and ID card holder. Pen pocket on 
left. D-ring. Adjustable elasticated waistband. Back pockets, right-
hand pocket with flap. Thigh pockets, ruler pocket, mobile phone 
pocket, left thigh pocket with flap. Knee pad pouches (to take pads 
972290 and 972292). 

Fabric: 100% cotton. Weight: 300 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:  44 - 64,  146 - 158

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

883170369 Navy
883170399 Black
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Jacket, Carpenter Jubilee

Jacket with articulated, reinforced sleeves. Pen pocket on 
left sleeve. Chest pockets, ID card holder inside the right-
hand chest pocket. Side pockets. D-ring and key holder 
inside the right pocket. Left side pocket with zip. Inside 
pocket and an internal mobile phone pocket. Adjustable 
hem and cuffs. 

Fabric: 100% cotton. Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

722070469 Navy
722070499 Black

Jacket, Technique

Jacket with zip. Chest pockets, ID card holder and flap on 
right pocket. Pen pocket on the outside of the left chest 
pocket. Side pockets. Mobile phone pocket inside the jacket 
right-hand side. Loop inside for headphone cord. Adjustable 
hem with buttons. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:  XS - 4XL

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

720072469 Navy
720072499 Black

The foreman's favourite coat

Coat with press studs. Left chest pocket. Front 
pockets. 

Fabric: 65% polyester, 35% cotton. Weight: 245 g. Wash at: 85°C
Size:   S - 3XL

OrderNo: 513001369  Navy

Tool vest, Carpenter Jubilee

Vest with padding across the shoulders and reinforced pockets. 
Chest pockets, the right-hand pocket with flap. Slanted pen 
pocket under the right chest pocket, zip-up pocket under the 
left chest pocket. Stretch belt. Double hammer loops and knife 
button. Holster pockets. ID card in the right-hand tool pocket. 
Mesh lining over the back and chest. 

Fabric: 100% cotton (reinforced with 100% polyamide).  
 Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C
Size:   S - 3XL

OrderNo: 447070499

Jacket with high-visibility trim

Jacket with yellow panels, reflectors on shoulders and 
sleeves. Right chest pocket. Side pockets, the right-hand 
pocket with zip and D-ring. Inside pockets, one with zip. 
Longer back. Adjustable cuffs. 

Fabric:  100% cotton (yellow panels 80% polyester  
20% cotton. 300 g). Weight: 350 g. Wash at: 60°C

Size:  XS - 3XL

OrderNo: 
Order no. Title

712010469 Navy/Yellow
712010499 Black/Yellow




